Our mission at Stand in the Gap is to bring hope back into the lives of widows, orphans, and prisoners by connecting them with volunteers from the local church who provide relational, emotional and spiritual support.

We can’t do this work without the volunteers and churches that put this mission into action, the donors who generously invest in our vision, and our passionate staff of advocates and dreamers. At the end of another year, what a joy it is to report on all the transformations, all the relationships, and all the hope we witnessed this year.

Allow me to highlight a few notable accomplishments. Our Life Launch program for at-risk youth was featured in the Tulsa World and the Daily Oklahoman and we completely revamped our Life Launch volunteer training to more effectively prepare volunteers for relationship with at-risk youth. An editorial focused on widows by Buddy Stone was published in the Tulsa World and over 2,000 widows were impacted through 50 church partners across the state. Over 1,200 incarcerated women participated in our Women in Transition courses and 35 children were reunited with their mothers after mom completed our program.

Several years ago we recognized that to better steward the ministry and our impact we needed greater donor diversification in addition to increased funding. In 2016 we continued to grow our donor base of individual donors while contributions from Foundations continues to make up a smaller percentage of total donations (approximately 35%). This increased diversification strengthens our sustainability.

Thank you for the role you played and for choosing to Stand in the Gap.

Francois Cardinal, Executive Director
Stand in the Gap volunteers serve orphans, prisoners and widows by committing to be in relationship with God and each other.

**MISSION**
Stand in the Gap Ministries (SITGM) is a prayer-based, small-group empowered movement that fills the gaps in the social service system, in the ministry of the local church, and in the lives of Oklahomans in need.

**VISION**
At Stand in the Gap, we do not offer handouts. No money is exchanged. Instead, through healthy relationships, education and prayer, Oklahomans in need are empowered to break unhealthy patterns in their lives and achieve self-reliance.

**STRATEGY**
The idea is simple. At Stand in the Gap, we connect people in need with people who care.

In the course of our 19-year history, we’ve realized our passion for three specific populations: orphans, prisoners, and widows. For each of these “need categories,” we offer specific support programs, but the overall methodology is the same. We surround our “Neighbors” experiencing a major life transition with trained, committed, volunteers who care. These volunteers commit to be present in our client’s life (for a minimum of one year) in a mentorship capacity.
Expanding Our Reach

4,500+ Facebook Fans on SITGM and SITG for Widows pages

700+ People in attendance at fall events

One new and improved website

Three articles published in local newspapers
Charles Dodson, a Life Launch volunteer and SITGM Board Member, receives an "Outstanding Mentor Award" from the Oklahoma Foundation for Excellence.

More positive results from the "Hope Survey" are reported and the Tulsa World publishes an article about Life Launch.

Women in Transition produces an orientation video for prospective volunteers.

SITGM Hosts successful "Friendraising" events in Tulsa and OKC.

The new and improved www.sitgm.org launches.

And Vanessa joins Rhonda at Eddie Warrior (see pg. 12).

Governor Mary Fallin partners with SITG for Widows to recognize February 14th as Widow Recognition Day statewide.

Rhonda Sokoff joins the staff as Program Manager for Life Launch-OKC and The Oklahoman publishes an article about Life Launch.

TJ Warren joins the staff as Program Manager for Life Launch-Tulsa and Tammy Franklin begins facilitating a Women in Transition course in a new facility.

TJ Warren joins the staff as Program Manager for Life Launch-Tulsa and Tammy Franklin begins facilitating a Women in Transition course in a new facility.

Tammy Franklin's first Women in Transition class graduates and Jackie Cooper Nissan staff donates Christmas gifts to Life Launch youth and Women in Transition families.

Stand in the Gap hosts our annual fall events featuring the testimonies of SITGM clients and Michael Franzese.

Stand in the Gap receives a $15 "Tithe" check from a woman taking our class in prison.

SITG for Widows kicks off in Boston, Massachusetts.
It is no secret that Oklahoma has the highest female incarceration rate in the United States. These women are the mothers of thousands of Oklahoma children. Because most women leave prison without a healthy support group, they often return to the “scene of the crime” and repeat the same behavior patterns.

By breaking these patterns, educating and empowering women to live healthy, whole lives and return to their children, Stand in the Gap is a solution.

Women in Transition (WIT) begins with curriculum taught inside seven Oklahoma prisons and jails. Formerly incarcerated women facilitate the course and teach skills necessary to live healthy, whole lives post-incarceration.

SITGM provides the most comprehensive WIT post-release support to women who actively demonstrate their desire to change. Qualifying WIT graduates are matched with trained Stand in the Gap small groups who share wise counsel, brainstorm solutions and encourage new approaches to problem solving.

142
OUT OF EVERY 100,000 WOMEN IN OKLAHOMA ARE INCARCERATED. THAT IS MORE THAN DOUBLE THE NATIONAL AVERAGE AND THE HIGHEST (PER CAPITA) IN THE UNITED STATES.*

>60%
OF WOMEN IN STATE PRISONS HAVE A CHILD UNDER THE AGE OF 18.*

*Source: The Sentencing Project

2016 HIGHLIGHTS

Women in Transition

Federal Restoration
A key indicator of women in transition program success is the restoration of families. In 2016, 35 children were restored to their mothers after their successful participation in Stand in the Gap.

Graduate Facilitators
In 2016, two new instructors were trained to facilitate the Women in Transition (WIT) course. Both are course graduates. Additional facilitators will allow Stand in the Gap to offer Women in Transition at more facilities.

New Partners
Stand in the Gap developed significant partnerships with transitional living homes. The Stand in the Gap small group model is now offered to women at Branch 15 (OKC), Naomi House (Ardmore), and Christian Helping Hands (Duncan).

Jennifer (center) with her children and her Stand in the Gap small group. (Her quote below.)

{"My relationship with my Stand in the Gap family is different from any relationship I’ve ever had."}
Vanessa is sitting at a table at She Brews Coffee Shop in Claremore, Oklahoma. Her two step-children, Bethany and Jason, are, at various moments, hugging her, listening to her, sitting next to her, and circling around her with the uninhibited energy of children at the beginning of summer vacation. Nearly everyone who walks in the door knows Vanessa. They talk to her kids, comment on her hair (highlighted blonde for the summer), and ask about her classes at Rogers State University.

After talking, we step outside to take a photo of Vanessa and her family. In this photo, a snapshot frozen in time, Vanessa’s life could not look more different than it did six years ago. In 2010, Vanessa was an incarcerated felon, drug addict and dealer.

“The first time I smoked marijuana, I was ten-years-old,” Vanessa says as she watches her eight-year-old stepdaughter talk to the She Brews barista. Vanessa’s first experience with drugs led to a relatively casual use of marijuana and methamphetamine. But her addiction escalated after her father’s death six years later. “I looked up to him,” Vanessa says, “and he was a drug addict.” Following her father’s footsteps, Vanessa got involved with a gang in Stillwater, Oklahoma. She sold drugs to drug addict. Following her father’s footsteps, Vanessa got involved with a gang in Stillwater, Oklahoma. She sold drugs to drug addict.
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“The first time I smoked marijuana, I was ten-years-old,” Vanessa says as she watches her eight-year-old stepdaughter talk to the She Brews barista. Vanessa’s first experience with drugs led to a relatively casual use of marijuana and methamphetamine. But her addiction escalated after her father’s death six years later. “I looked up to him,” Vanessa says, “and he was a drug addict.” Following her father’s footsteps, Vanessa got involved with a gang in Stillwater, Oklahoma. She sold drugs to drug addict. Following her father’s footsteps, Vanessa got involved with a gang in Stillwater, Oklahoma. She sold drugs to drug addict.

In April 2011, Vanessa “hit rock bottom.” For perhaps the first time in her life, while sitting in a holding cell on lock-down, she prayed, “Lord, if you are real, I need you to show up.” The next day, Vanessa was told that she was being sent to Payne County to address other charges against her. Because of her history, Vanessa assumed she would face an additional sentence of five to six years. Days after her prayer, in court, she was sentenced to one more year in prison and six months of probation. “That was my sign that God was real.” In total, Vanessa served about five more months, “but I was changed.”

Her prayer life continued to grow. After praying for a Christian “bunkie”, Vanessa was assigned to bunk with Tammy Franklin, one of the most outspokenly faithful women in Eddie Warrior at the time. Tammy introduced Vanessa to Rhonda Bear, who was teaching her first Women in Transition class at Eddie Warrior. Vanessa remembers sitting in the Women in Transition course, hearing Rhonda tell her story of addiction, incarceration, faith, and Stand in the Gap. “I knew that if she could change, I could change. And that gave me hope.”

After her release, Vanessa moved into Rhonda’s His House transitional home in Claremore. She began attending First Baptist Church andCelebrate Recovery. Within a few months, she matched with a Stand in the Gap small group to help mentor her as she transitioned to life after addiction and incarceration. Lisa and Keith Martin and Mansha and Will Barnes formed her Stand in the Gap “family”. “By that time, I knew God had the best high I’ve ever had.”

In November 2011, Vanessa reported to Eddie Warrior Correctional Center with high hopes. She believed that the Department of Corrections was going to “correct” her and looked forward to the opportunity to change. But after some time inside, she wasn’t changing. She was getting in fights, selling prohibited items on the yard, and although she wasn’t using drugs, she had little to no hope that, when her time was up, she wouldn’t settle back into her destructive lifestyle.

In March of 2010, Vanessa remembers, “I got in trouble for stealing a pair of shoes.” Although Vanessa was only in her early twenties, she called herself “drained”. She went to jail in Payne County and was offered probation again. “I said, ‘I’m a destructive person and probation is not working for me. I either need rehab or prison.’” There were no available beds at the rehabilitation facility, so Vanessa was sentenced to three years in prison.

During this time, Lisa and Keith Martin and Marsha and Will Barnes formed her Stand in the Gap “family”. Rhonda and Lisa joined her at the course, and together they built a support system that helped Vanessa stay sober. After her release, Vanessa moved into Rhonda’s His House transitional home in Claremore. She began attending First Baptist Church and Celebrate Recovery. Within a few months, she matched with a Stand in the Gap small group to help mentor her as she transitioned to life after addiction and incarceration.
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We believe the orphans of our time are youth aging out of the foster care system. The Life Launch goal is to interrupt the cycle of poverty and, through loving relationships, invest in the lives of these at-risk youth, so they develop healthy self-esteem, begin to have hope in their futures and seek to be self sufficient. Potential Life Launch youth first undergo an assessment by a Program Manager. As much as possible, Program Managers determine a youth’s stability, commitment to independence, and willingness to be vulnerable in a group setting.

Following training, 2-4 volunteers are matched with a youth. Volunteers initially focus on developing a relationship and building trust. Eventually, this relational foundation gives volunteers the platform to encourage youth to set attainable goals and support them through personal setbacks and successes.

Volunteers connect youth to community resources, generally meeting education, employment, housing and transportation needs. But primarily, volunteers invite youth into their lives by going out to eat, playing sports, and spending intentional time together.

60%

According to a Pew study of 2009, within three years of leaving foster care, 6 out of 10 youth will be homeless, incarcerated, or dead.

NEW TOOLS

Through our partnership with The University of Oklahoma’s Center for Nonprofit Research, we have implemented two assessment tools (Hope Survey and Readiness for Change Survey) in addition to exit surveys we developed for all participants, to position Life Launch for future growth and success.

Also, the volunteer training process is now integrated with video content from subject matter experts, providing more robust trauma training for mentors.

NEW PARTNERS

Several new or renewed partnerships with group homes including Keystone, Tulsa Hills Youth Ranch, Bethesda Girls’ Home, Mental Health Association’s Walker Hall and seven Life.Church campuses indicate that we are growing the Life Launch brand and presence in the foster youth care ecosystem.

ENHANCED COMMUNICATION

In 2016, we integrated a texting service for communicating with volunteers. As a result of reminders sent by text instead of email we have seen much improved attendance at scheduled trainings and increased interaction between program managers and volunteers.

"The difference between then and now? I know where I belong."
Malik is a 19-year-old young man. He speaks calmly and openly about an illness that tore his family apart. “I think my mom was paranoid schizophrenic,” he says. “When I was 14 or 15, we got displaced. Within a year and a half, my mom moved my sister and me probably 40 times. She was extremely paranoid.”

After years of sporadic homeschooling, Malik had only completed the eighth grade at age 16. When his mother moved her family to Tulsa, Malik enrolled at Tulsa Hope Academy. It was there that Malik first found a safe community of caring adults. Anticipating another relocation, Malik began the process to trying to emancipate himself from his mother’s custody.

The family was staying at the Salvation Army, but Malik’s desire for independence led to a series of difficult confrontations with his mother. “It was early morning,” he remembers. “I told her I wanted my own place and she went crazy. She said we were going back to Dallas.” In Tulsa, Malik had found a community of support. “There was nothing in Dallas for me.”

So Malik walked away. He called the Chaplain at Tulsa Hope Academy crying. “I said, ‘I don’t know where I’m going.’ He told me to walk to Safe Place. That’s when DHS got involved.”

Malik spent the next several months bouncing between Youth Services of Tulsa and wherever his mother was staying.

Once, on Super Bowl Sunday, Malik’s mother arrived at Youth Services to pick him up. “She pulled me out of there,” he remembers, “a safe place where I had shelter and everything I needed, to take me and sit in a van all day. She had no place for us to go.”

The last time Malik and his mother parted ways was one month later, over spring break. “We were staying in a Days Inn and she said we were going back to Dallas. I said there were people willing to help me in Tulsa. I felt like I could get on my feet here. I packed up my three trash bags of stuff and walked across the street. When she went back to Dallas, I was able to claim abandonment. I was 17.”

While Malik was living at the Laura Dester Youth Shelter, he was introduced to Life Launch. His small group, comprised of three caring adults from Life.Church, began meeting a few months later. Ronda and Keith Davis and Pam Bontrager were Malik’s official Life Launch team. Malik’s eventual foster mom, Susan McClarty, also regularly participated in the group’s gatherings. When Malik needed support, he knew that he had found another safe community in Life Launch.

After graduating from high school, Malik began to apply for post-graduate education. In early 2016, he began a one-year degree program in Surgical Technology at Tulsa Tech. Malik had worked for several years (and been steadily promoted) at Taco Bell in order to save up for independent adulthood. As a result, he had enough in savings to buy a car and take time off from work while he got accustomed to his schoolwork.

As the time to begin his courses approached, Malik recognized that he was suffering from intense anxiety. “I worked all the time and was living on my own,” he recalls. “I became a recluse. Then I kind of had a breakdown,” he says. “And I called [one of my Life Launch small group members] Ronda.”

Ronda helped Malik make a doctor’s appointment where he received mild anxiety medicine. Malik was able to start school and is excelling in his classes.

Malik wears two accessories around his neck. The first is his Tulsa Tech student ID. The second is a silver cross. “I’ve always believed in God,” Malik says. “But my anxiety drove me to God. Over the last few months, I have been relying on him.”

In addition to his faith and his community at Tulsa Hope Academy, Malik says “Life Launch is a support system.” In his unique case, Malik’s hard work, determination, and maturity drive him to make wise life choices, but when the fears and insecurities of his youth creep up, Malik knows where to find a family.
Stand in the Gap for Widows

(“A defender of widows”)

There are over 150,000 widows in Oklahoma. In spite of this, there are very few support programs aimed specifically at this population. By empowering the local church to offer emotional, spiritual and practical support to widows, Stand in the Gap is a solution.

SITGM staff asked 800 widows what types of support they needed and were not receiving. Consistently, we found that widows need to socialize with people who understand, sources for practical help, to feel remembered, and to walk through grief in deep relationship with others. Stand in the Gap for Widows was designed to address these needs.

Stand in the Gap for Widows is offered to churches for free. The program includes a tactical plan, research, implementation and marketing tools. The Stand in the Gap small group methodology is central to Stand in the Gap for Widows, however this program also offers the church additional “best-case practices” including a home maintenance manual created by an Oklahoma City architect, estate-planning documents compiled by a Tulsa estate attorney, and a tactical plan for church volunteers to communicate regularly with widows in their congregation.

1 in 3 widows are clinically depressed within one year of her husband’s death.*

75% of a woman’s friendships are lost within one year of her husband’s death.*

*Source: widowconnection.com

“We’ve brought life back into each other’s houses. Stand in the Gap for Widows has been a life saver.”

2016 highlights

Partnering Our Partners

Churches in Ada, OK and Duncan, OK have worked together, using our Social Ministry Guides, to impact widows in their communities. As a result of their joined efforts, hundreds of widows have been served. Small-town churches account for 40% of all widows served in Oklahoma. (See pg. 20)

More Tools in the Toolkit

Thanks to the ingenuity of our widows and volunteers, we added three new “best-case practices” to our toolkit. Freezer social meals, Widow Saturday, and Car Care are new practices designed based on widows’ needs. The updated toolkit is available to all our program partners.

Phyllis (right) with some of her Stand in the Gap for Widows support team. (Her quote right.)
Debbie’s Story

In 2010, Debbie Wall Ross stood on an isolated hillside in her nightgown for two hours. She was cold. But her anger was beginning to boil over. In the solitary company of her husband’s ashes, Debbie had a conversation with her Creator.

“...you took the wrong person,” she lamented. “I want you to strike me right now. I don’t want to live anymore.” Debbie describes her time on the hill as “wailing.” It continued until she felt a response come across her thoughts, “God said, ‘Bobby’s life was complete,’” she remembers, years later, with tears in her throat, “...but yours is not complete.”

Debbie met Bobby Wall when she was 14-years-old. The couple started dating and “never broke up.” They were married when Debbie turned eighteen. “It was a true love story,” Debbie says.

While raising their children, the Walls lived all over the country, “from California to Virginia.” When health issues forced Bobby to retire, the couple moved to a ranch near Ada, Oklahoma. In that isolation, Bobby and Debbie became even closer. They were together practically 24 hours a day. “We were the best friends,” Debbie says. “In fact,” she pauses to consider her words, “probably we were each others only friends.”

Debbie enrolled in nursing school at age 45 so she would be able to take care of Bobby in his declining health. “I was going to rescue him if anything happened,” she says of her decision. “...But God made it where there was no rescue to be had.” After the couple’s 40th wedding anniversary, Bobby passed away.

Although her family was extremely supportive, Debbie says, “after about three months, people get back to their lives.” Debbie had searched for a support group in Ada to help her handle the grief, but couldn’t find a fit. She described herself as “broken.”

It was “brokenness” that led Debbie to the hillside that night. Her encounter with God did not immediately yield to any shift in perspective or lessening of grief. In fact, she says her initial thought was “What do I have to do to go home?”

Debbie went to Houston to stay with her daughter. There, she attended thirteen weeks of Grief Share sessions through her daughter’s church. At the end, she could acknowledge that maybe there would be a “light at the end of the tunnel” of her mourning. “It was still a tunnel,” she says, “but I could see that maybe God had a job for me.”

Returning to Ada, Debbie began facilitating Grief Share at her church, First Baptist Church of Ada, eleven months after Bobby’s death. Through Grief Share, Debbie met other widows who could empathize with her feelings of brokenness, anger, and loneliness.

“Widows need each other,” she said. “We would go out to eat together at least three times a week. We’d get through with our meal in ten minutes and talk for two hours.”

Debbie became her church’s representative to widows. “I made it my job in life,” she says. “I took calls at two o’clock in the morning. It didn’t matter. When you get ambushed by grief, you just need somebody to get you through that minute or fifteen minutes.”

In spite of all she was doing for widows at her church, Debbie “could see the need for more.” A pastor in her church, Harold Ware, invited Stand in the Gap for Widows Program Manager, Buddy Stone, to introduce the ministry to First Baptist in Ada. Debbie was inspired.

Based on Stand in the Gap for Widows research and experiences working with other churches, Buddy suggested that widows need social interaction with other widows. Debbie was also inspired by another Stand in the Gap ministry partner in Duncan, Oklahoma, called Beautiful Day. Beautiful Day volunteers began hosting monthly dinners for widows in 2015.

Debbie wanted to host similar dinners in Ada. Her vision was to partner with other churches to make these social events as large, as regular, and as welcoming as possible. She formed a team of volunteers and began presenting the idea to local churches of all denominations based on her own experiences as a widow in the community.

In January 2016, the inter-denominational group hosted their first monthly dinner for widows. Eighty-two widows attended. At the time of this writing, more than 200 widows in Pontotoc County have attended at least one dinner.

Each month, a different church hosts the event by providing the food, the facility, and door prizes. Twelve churches, representing seven denominations, have agreed to participate each year. Participating churches include: Cross Cut Cowboy Church, First United Methodist, Asbury United Methodist, First Baptist, Union Valley Baptist, The Refuge Four Square Church, Crosspointe Church, Morris Memorial Baptist, St. Joseph Catholic, and more. Debbie has seen her community “come together with Stand in the Gap to provide a structure to help the widows.”

Beyond the diners are primarily social events. The goal is “to create an atmosphere where [widows] can talk to each other and feel special.” As a result, Debbie has seen guests move from isolated grief to being ready to “reach out to their community” by initiating service projects or canned food drives.

Outside of her kitchen window, a tree died in Debbie’s yard. She had it trimmed down to about ten feet and hired a wood carver to sculpt the word “purpose” vertically out of the trunk. Now, looking out of her window, she is reminded of one word, her night on the hillside, and the assurance God gave her.

In the six years since Bobby’s passing, Debbie married Dean Ross. She says that Dean “understands that this is my passion, this is my purpose in life.” The couple is building a home closer to Ada. She calls herself “extremely blessed and extremely happy.” Her cell phone “is lit up all the time” with widows expressing their appreciation for the monthly dinners and camaraderie they’ve found there.

Debbie is relishing the purpose that God placed in front of her and the relationships that her purpose brought to her life. “Out of this horrible circumstance of grief,” she says, “God has brought so much good.”

Debbie Wall Ross
2016
by the numbers

STAND IN THE GAP CONTINUES TO SERVE EXPONENTIALLY MORE PEOPLE.

$213 COST TO SERVE ONE CLIENT FOR ONE YEAR

1,238 INCARCERATED WOMEN & EX-OFFENDERS
2,156 WIDOWS
81 AT-RISK YOUTH

People Served

2016
574 PEOPLE
912 PEOPLE
1,180 PEOPLE
2,524 PEOPLE
3,475 PEOPLE

2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
INCOME VS. EXPENSES

Budget

Income

Expenses

Donor Diversity

35% of Stand in the Gap income comes from foundations. The remaining 65% is raised through other sources, primarily individuals.

Volunteer Impact

In 2016, 1,024 volunteers served 22,428 hours through Stand in the Gap. That time is valued at $505,740.

INVESTORS

These donors contributed $500 or more in 2016:

- Akers, Larry & Le
- Anne & Henry Zarrow Foundation
- Baab, Kathi
- Bacher, Brian & Amanda
- Barnett, Taylor & Linda
- Barns, Charles & Martha
- Bernsen Foundation
- Berry, Bill
- Bezanson, Michael & Kay
- Blake, Derek
- Blankenship, Bill
- Bockus, Bruce & Suzanne
- Bolin, Jim & Beverly
- Borden, Louise & Mike
- Bourne, Chris
- The Merwin Bovard Foundation
- Boyd, Emily
- Burkhart Foundation Inc, Mike & Susan
- Butler, Keith
- Cardinal, Francois & Laura
- The Carpenter’s Class (at FUMC Tulsa)
- Carved in Stone Inc.
- Case, Kristen
- Chandler III, Alfred & Susan
- Clifford, Greg
- Craft, Kathy
- Craine, Debbie
- Cuesta Foundation
- David E. & Cassie L. Temple Foundation
- Dekraai, Arlo & Barbara
- Derington, Joel & Gayle
- Des Lauriers, Paul & JoAnn
- Dixon, Gayla & Richard
- Dodson, Charles & Diane
- E.L. & Thelma Gaylord Foundation
- Elpis Foundation
- Fears, Doug & Jill
- Fields, Londel & Melanie
- Frey, Dan
- Friends of Brian Bingman
- Gallus, Nick & Kari
- Gelvin Foundation
- George Kaiser Family Foundation
- Gilchrist, Missy & Mark
- Gilmore, Phyllis & Charlie
- Groenewold, Marty & Ben
- Grunewald, Laura & Greg
- Grunst, Karen & Martin
- Guidry, Brad & Eileen
- H. A. & Mary K. Chapman Trust
- Hadley, David & Martha
- Hardesty Family Foundation
- Hardin, Mike & Karol
- Hardin, Pat & Don
- Hartman, David & Jaci
- Helmerich & Payne, Inc.
- The Helmerich Trust
- Hughes Family Charitable Fund
- Hunter, Matthew & Brooke
- Hurd, Stephanie & D
- Inasmuch Foundation
- Jernigan, Pat & Bill
- Joe & Sue D Esco Charitable Trust
- Jones, Gwen
- Jordan, Kevin & Susan
- Kemp, Brad & Susan
- Klammer, Julia & Kevin
- Koeber, Kevin & Heather
- Kruiger, Dee
- Largent, Terry & Steve
- LeBlond, Robin
- Life Church
- Lindsay, John & Christy
- Lou & Connie Miller Foundation
- Love, Belinda
- McCubbin, Mark
- Meador, Mark & Susan
- Merrick, Robert & Kellie
- Mileur, Donald
- Miller, Gerald & Josephine
- Millsapgh, Anne
- Monaghan, Kelly
- Morris, Dona & Joe
- Moyer, Mike & Gary
- Newman, Robert & Patricia
- Newman, Tom & Susan
- Nicoma Park United Methodist Church
- Oakley, Pamela & Shelby
- Owens, Todd & Candycce
- Peed, Wannah
- Perkins, Donnie & Sarah
- Philip Boyle Foundation
- Piper, Greg & Kay
- QuikTrip Corporation (in-kind gift)
- Ragland, David and Jessica
- Ray, Steve
- Rich, Jo
- Hogdkinson, Nancy
- Hopper, Charles & Kameron
- Hudiburg, Lezlie & David
- Sanctuary A Life Connection Church
- Schwerdtfeger, Ronald & Kala
- Schwerdtfeger, Tyson & Kenna
- Sharpe, Jennifer
- Sheffield, K therapist
- Shimer, Pam
- SJ Brenner LTD
- Skaggs, Bob & Kay
- Slawson, Stephen
- Smith, Phil & Shannon
- Southern Hills Baptist Church, Tulsa
- Southern Hills Christian Church
- Staab, Alan & Sharon
- Stanley, Craig & Mary
- Stevenson, Jim & Sandy
- Stone, Pamela & Buddy
- Stump Family Foundation Fund
- Taylor, Dr. Ed & Karri
- Taylor, Edward & Sylvia
- Taylor, Suzanna
- Todd, Jennifer
- United Methodist Women
- Vallier, Trenton & Jessie
- Vassiliou, Wendi & Chris
- Veitman, Les & Susan
- Wade, Alexandra
- Walh, Gay & Claudia
- Walton Family Foundation (Arvest Bank)
- Ward, Brandon
- Wheeler, Daniel
- Whitehead, Albert & Lacy
- Wilkins, David & Renee
- WisseauNeauks, Eric
- Woodard, William & Melanie
- Wootton, Clyde & Cheryl
- Wargo, John & Carole
- Wiese, David & Renee
- White, Albert & Lacy
- Wilkins, David & Renee
- WisseuaNeuks, Eric
- Woodard, William & Melanie
- Wootton, Clyde & Cheryl
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